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Abstract

A model is developed for predicting ground vibrations due to vertical track irregularities. This model
incorporates vehicles, a track and a layered ground, and uses the moving axle loads and the vertical rail
irregularities as its inputs. Outputs include the dynamic wheel–rail forces and the displacement power
spectra of the track and the ground surface. Results from this model are presented for a single-axle vehicle
model and a British Mark 3 passenger coach running on different tracks (a ‘lighter ballasted track’, a
‘heavier ballasted track’ and a slab track) at different speeds (25, 60 and 83m/s). Based on these results, the
effects of track structure, vehicle speed and frequency range on the observed vibration levels are identified.
The different roles of the moving axle loads and the roughness-induced dynamic loads are indicated, at
different frequencies and for train speeds below and above the lowest ground wave speed.
r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The problem of ground vibrations generated by surface trains has received increased attention
in the past few years and a number of theoretical models have been reported for predicting ground
vibration from trains e.g., [1–3]. The new interest lies particularly in high-speed lines where train
speeds may exceed the propagation velocities of the waves in the ground. Thus, most of the
models only take into account the vibration generated by moving axle loads (also termed quasi-
static loads), which, when moving at speeds in excess of ground or embankment structure wave
speeds, directly excite propagating waves of the track/ground structure. For environmental
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vibration, however, it is still the case that slow heavy axle-load traffic on conventional lines gives
rise to the majority of complaints about vibration in line-side buildings. In this case, as has been
demonstrated in Refs. [4,5], dynamic forces arising at rail–wheel contacts are equally important
as, or more important than, the quasi-static loads.
In Ref. [6], a model has been developed by Sheng et al. for predicting ground vibration

generated by a single harmonic load moving along a railway track. This model can be easily
extended to include multiple moving harmonic loads of a single frequency by applying the
superposition principle. As it stands, the model requires that the wheel–rail forces at each
frequency are known in advance. For the moving, ‘quasi-static’ (i.e., non-oscillating) axle loads
this is straightforward. However, it is already concluded in Ref. [4], that for the case reported
there at least, dynamic wheel–rail forces are responsible for higher responses in the ground than
the quasi-static loads and should be taken into consideration.
To calculate the vertical dynamic wheel–rail forces a vehicle dynamics model must be used. A

number of vehicle dynamics models have been developed, e.g., Ref. [7]. The aims of such models
are to analyze ride quality, hunting motion, curving etc., rather than ground vibration. For their
purposes, however, the ground is modelled as a rigid or Winkler foundation and the track is often
truncated into a finite length. As a result, waves, which actually propagate away along the track
and into the ground, would be reflected into the ‘finite system’. The effect of the presence of an
elastic ground on the dynamic wheel–rail forces therefore cannot be estimated using such models.
In the present work, the dynamic wheel–rail forces are assumed to be generated from the

irregular vertical profiles of the wheel and rail running surfaces. The rail irregularities might
include dipped joints and corrugations as well as general undulation in the ‘track top’. The wheel
irregularities can be wheel flats, surface irregularities and wheel eccentricity. The variations in the
vertical profiles of either surface (wheel and rail) introduce a relative displacement input to the
system, as shown in Section 3. The process is assumed to be linear, so that for a given wavelength
l; a displacement input is generated at the passing frequency f ¼ c=l; where c denotes the train
speed. For the frequency range of 5–80Hz, of interest for the perception of ground vibration, and
a train speed range of 36–250 km/h (10–70m/s), the corresponding wavelengths of the vertical
irregularity lie within the range 0.125–14m (or wavenumber from 0.4 to 50 rad/m). For long
wavelengths, the measurement of track geometry is a matter of routine railway engineering
practice. In the wavelength range of 1–100m, ORE C116 [8] gives the power spectral density of
rail irregularities, showing that with increasing wavelength, the power spectral density increases
very quickly. Dings and Dittrich [9] and others have measured short wavelengths, for the purposes
of rolling noise research. The spectra of rail ‘roughness’ given by Dings and Dittrich for the
wavelength range of 0.08–0.2m approximately overlap with the track geometry data, thereby
extending the range for which typical values are known. Ref. [10] also presents the power spectral
density of rail irregularities in different European countries.
This paper, as its title suggests, is intended to investigate ground vibration generated by vertical

rail irregularities. To carry out such an investigation, a model comprising three subsystems, i.e.,
vehicles, a track and a ground, is needed. Such a model is described in the present paper. The
vehicles are represented as multiple rigid body systems and the vertical dynamics of the vehicles
are coupled to the track–ground model presented in Ref. [6]. This model uses both the moving
axle loads and the rail irregularities as its inputs.. In Section 2, the formulae for the receptances of
the subsystems are derived. A Hertzian contact spring [11] is introduced between each wheelset
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and the rails. Compatibility of displacements at wheel–rail contact points couple the vehicles
and the track–ground subsystem, and yield equations for the dynamic wheel–rail forces.
The detail of this is presented in Section 3. Section 4 derives the relationship between the
displacement (velocity and acceleration) power spectrum of the ground surface and the
power spectral density of the vertical profile of the rails. Results from the model are presented
in Section 5, in which the effects of train speed, track type and the layered structure of the ground
are examined.
In considering the dynamic loads to be generated from the irregular profile of the running

surfaces, the model neglects other mechanisms which may be put forward as possible sources of
vibration. The model does not specifically include vibration generated because of varying support
stiffness along the track. This may be due to variations in the ground or ballast stiffness. There is
also a small difference in stiffness when a wheel load is situated over a sleeper compared to when it
is between sleepers. Some of these effects might be partially accounted for in the current scheme if
the undulations of the track are measured under an axle load. In Ref. [2] the sleepers are
considered to provide discrete loads to the ground with a time, and therefore phase, difference
corresponding to the sleeper spacing and the train speed. Here, the axle loads are considered to be
distributed through the ballast and possible embankment, so that the wheel loading function
applying to the ground interface is smooth. This assumption is inherent in the treatment of the
track as having continuous distributed stiffness and mass. A separate paper is in preparation that
will present a comparison between the model described here and measurements for three sites [5].
The comparison shows a good correspondence between the predictions and the measurements
which include passenger stock travelling below and above the lowest wave speed in the ground
and slow moving two-axle freight wagons. Justification for the neglect of some possible source
mechanisms in the present work rests in the fact that generally the two mechanisms that are
considered are successful in accounting for the level of vibration observed across the relevant
range of frequency in these cases.

2. Receptances of the vehicle and the track–ground system

In this section, the receptances of a vehicle and a track–ground system are derived. For the
frequency range of interest, the vehicle is modelled as a multiple-body system. The vehicle
equations are given in the appendix. A rigid body, e.g., the car body in the vehicle, may have six
degrees of freedom, accounting for three displacements of the mass centre and three rotations
around three orthogonal axes. As only the vertical (in the xz plane where z is vertically
downwards and x is along the rail) dynamics of the vehicle are considered, then each body has
only two degrees of freedom, i.e., the vertical displacement of its mass centre and its pitch motion.
In practice, the suspensions in the vehicle may have non-linear behaviour. However, to enable
analysis in the frequency domain, here, each non-linear suspension is linearized. As a result, the
differential equation of motion for the vehicle is linear and of constant coefficients and is specified
by a mass matrix ½MV � and a stiffness matrix ½KV �: Damping is introduced and included in the
stiffness matrix, thus the elements of the stiffness matrix may be complex and may be frequency
dependent. The mass and stiffness matrices of several typical vehicles are presented in the
appendix.
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The vertical forces between the wheelsets and the rails are denoted, from the first wheelset of the
first vehicle to the last wheelset of the last vehicle, by P1ðtÞ;P2ðtÞ;y;PMðtÞ; where M is the
number of the forces. As only vertical dynamics are included, the forces are not separated into
their components on the two rails. At time t ¼ 0; the longitudinal co-ordinates of these forces are
denoted by a1; a2;y; aM : For each wheel–rail force, there are two components: one is a moving
‘quasi-static’ load, i.e., the moving axle load, and the other is a moving dynamic load. The
responses to the axle loads are independent of vehicle dynamics in the frequency range of interest.
Therefore only the dynamic wheel–rail forces are considered here and hereinafter,
P1ðtÞ;P2ðtÞ;y;PMðtÞ refer to these dynamic forces. The vertical displacement of the rail is
denoted by wRðx; tÞ: For positions on the ground surface, the vertical (z-direction) displacement is
denoted by w10ðx; y; tÞ:

2.1. Receptances of the vehicle at the wheelsets

The differential equation of motion of a single vehicle is given by

½MV �f.zV ðtÞg þ ½KV �fzV ðtÞg ¼ 	½B�fPðtÞg; ð1Þ

where [MV ] and ½KV � (‘V ’ means vehicle) denote the mass and stiffness matrices of the vehicle (not
including the Hertzian contact spring), fzV ðtÞg the (generalized) displacement vector, fPðtÞg the
wheel–rail force vector and ½B� is a matrix of unit and zero elements (see appendix). The minus
sign before fPðtÞg indicates that the positive wheel–rail forces are of compression of the contact
spring.
To derive the receptances (displacements due to a unit force) of the vehicle at the wheelsets,

letfPðtÞg ¼ f *PðOÞgeiOt and fzV ðtÞg ¼ f*zV ðOÞgeiOt; where O denotes the angular frequency. Then
Eq. (1) yields

f*zV ðOÞg ¼ 	ð½KV � 	 O2½MV �Þ
	1½B�f *PðOÞg ¼ 	½RV �f *PðOÞg; ð2Þ

where

½RV � ¼ ð½KV � 	 O2½MV �Þ
	1½B�: ð3Þ

The receptance between the jth and the kth wheelsets within a vehicle is denoted by sW
jk

(‘W ’ means wheelset), where, j; k ¼ 1; 2;y;N; N being the number of the wheelsets of the vehicle.
In other words, sW

jk denotes the displacement amplitude of the jth wheelset due to a unit vertical
harmonic load of frequency O exerted at the kth wheelset. These are a subset of the matrix ½RV �:
Thus the complex amplitudes of the displacements of the wheelsets produced by the wheel–rail
forces are given by

f*zW ðOÞg ¼ 	½RW �f *PðOÞg; ð4Þ

where

½RW � ¼ ðsW
jk Þj;k¼1;2;y; N ¼

sW
11 ? sW

1N

^ ? ^

sW
N1 ? sW

NN

2
64

3
75 ð5Þ
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the receptance matrix of the vehicle at the wheelsets denotes. This matrix is dependent on the
vehicle parameters, O; and is symmetric

f*zW ðOÞg ¼ ð*zW1ðOÞ; *zW2ðOÞ; *zW3ðOÞ;y; *zWNðOÞÞ
T ð6Þ

is the displacement vector of the wheelsets of the vehicle, and

f *PðOÞg ¼ ð *P1ðOÞ; *P2ðOÞ; *P3ðOÞ;y; *PNðOÞÞ
T ð7Þ

is the force vector exerted at the wheelsets by the rails. (Note: when referring to a train, f *PðOÞg
denotes the wheel–rail contact force vector of the whole train.)
The displacement vector of the wheelsets forms part of that of the corresponding vehicle.

Therefore, it may be written that

f*zW ðOÞg ¼ ½A�f*zV ðOÞg; ð8Þ

where ½A� is a constant matrix and ½A� ¼ ½B�T (see the appendix). Thus Eqs. (3) and (4) give

½RW � ¼ ½A�½RV � ¼ ½A�ð½KV � 	 O2½MV �Þ
	1½B�: ð9Þ

Eq. (9) gives the receptance matrix at the wheelsets for a single vehicle. Suppose there are N1

identical vehicles being considered, then the total number of the wheel–rail forces is M ¼ N1N:
Assuming that the vehicles are coupled only by the rails, then the receptance matrix at the
wheelsets for the train, denoted by ½RT � (‘T ’ means train), is given by

½RT � ¼ diagð½RW �;y; ½RW �Þ ¼

½RW � ? 0

^ ^ ^

0 ? ½RW �

2
64

3
75: ð10Þ

The elements of matrix ½RT � are denoted by sT
lk; where, k; l ¼ 1; 2;y;M:

2.2. Receptances of the track–ground system at the wheel–rail contact points

The track–ground model described in detail in Ref. [6] used to calculate the receptances of the
track–ground system is. In that model, the rail supports are modelled using continuous properties.
Any effect of the discrete supports of the rails at sleeper positions is therefore not included.
Suppose a unit vertical harmonic load eiOt; which is pointing downwards and located at x ¼ 0
when t ¼ 0; moves at speed c along the rails. As has been shown in Ref. [6], the steady state
displacements of the rails and the ground surface (vertical component) are given by

wRðx; tÞ ¼ wO
Rðx 	 ctÞeiOt;

w10ðx; y; tÞ ¼ wO
10ðx 	 ct; yÞeiOt:

ð11Þ

Eq. (11) means that, observed in a reference frame moving with the load at speed c; the
displacements of the track–ground system are harmonic and have the same frequency as the load.
Thus, the receptance at the jth wheel–rail contact point due to a unit load at the kth wheel–rail
contact point (both of the points are moving at speed c) on the rail is determined by

sR
jk ¼ wO

RðljkÞ; ð12Þ
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where

ljk ¼ aj 	 ak ð13Þ

is the distance between the two contact points, and when the jth contact point is ahead of the kth
contact point, ljk > 0:
The complex amplitudes of the displacements at the wheel–rail contact points on the rails are

given by

f*zRðOÞg ¼ ½RR�f *PðOÞg; ð14Þ

where

½RR� ¼

sR
11 sR

12 ? sR
1M

sR
21 sR

22 ? sR
2M

^ ^ ^ ^

sR
M1 sR

M2 ? sR
MM

2
6664

3
7775 ð15Þ

the receptance matrix of the track–ground system at the wheel–rail contact points is. Notice that
when the train speed is non-zero, this matrix is non-symmetric due to the load motion.

f*zRðOÞg ¼ ð*zR1ðOÞ; *zR2ðOÞ; *zR3ðOÞ; *zRMðOÞÞT ð16Þ

represents the displacement vector of the rail at the wheel–rail contact points observed in the
moving frame of reference.

3. Coupling of the vehicles and the track–ground system

The vertical profile of the rail may be decomposed into a spectrum of discrete harmonic
components. A single harmonic component is denoted by zðxÞ ¼ Aeið2p=lÞx ¼ Aeibx; where l
denotes the wavelength and A the amplitude which may be complex. At the moment t; the lth
wheelset arrives at x ¼ al þ ct; thus the displacement input at the lth wheel–rail contact point is

zlðtÞ ¼ *zlðOÞeiOt ¼ Aeið2p=lÞðalþctÞ ¼ Aeið2p=lÞalei2pðc=lÞt; ð17Þ

where

*zlðOÞ ¼ Aeið2p=lÞal ; O ¼ 2pc=l ¼ cb: ð18Þ

The coupling of a wheelset with the rails is illustrated in Fig. 1, where *zWlðOÞeiOt denotes the
displacement of the lth wheelset. A Hertzian contact spring is inserted between the wheelset and
the rails. The stiffness of the Hertzian contact spring is denoted by kHl : It is assumed that the
wheelset is always in contact with the rails, thus

*zWlðOÞ ¼ *zRlðOÞ þ *zlðOÞ þ *PlðOÞ=kHl : ð19Þ
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From Eqs. (4) and (14)

*zWlðOÞ ¼ 	
XM

k¼1

sT
lk
*PkðOÞ; ð20Þ

*zRlðOÞ ¼
XM

k¼1

sR
lk
*PkðOÞ: ð21Þ

Inserting these two equations into Eq. (19) yields

XM

k¼1

ðsT
lk þ sR

lkÞ *PkðOÞ þ
1

kHl

*PlðOÞ ¼ 	*zlðOÞ ðl ¼ 1; 2;y;MÞ: ð22Þ

Eq. (22) is a set of linear algebraic equations with unknowns f *PðOÞg: When Eq. (22) is solved
for f *PðOÞg; the displacements of the ground surface and of the rails at excitation frequency O are
given by applying the superposition principle

wRðx; tÞ ¼
PM

l¼1 wO
Rðx 	 al 	 ctÞ *PlðOÞeiOt;

w10ðx; y; tÞ ¼
PM

l¼1 wO
10ðx 	 al 	 ct; yÞ *PlðOÞeiOt:

ð23Þ

4. Response power spectra of the ground surface

4.1. Response to dynamic forces

Once the wheel–rail forces are obtained, the displacement spectra of the ground surface can be
evaluated. In this section, formulae are derived for the response power spectra of the ground
surface at a point that is stationary as the train moves past it. To do so, the vertical displacement
spectrum of point ðx; yÞ on the ground surface due to a unit amplitude rail irregularity of
wavelength l; zðxÞ ¼ eið2p=lÞx ¼ eibx; is denoted by S0

wðx; y; f ;OÞ; where f is the frequency at which
the spectrum is evaluated and O is the excitation angular frequency determined by

O ¼ 2pc=l ¼ cb ð24Þ
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S0
wðx; y; f ;OÞ may be obtained by Fourier transforming Eq. (23) with respect to time t: A complete

vertical rail profile made of a large number of discrete wavenumber components bk; is described
by the Fourier series

zðxÞ ¼
1

2p

XN
k¼	N

*zðbkÞe
ibkxDb; ð25Þ

where bk ¼ kDb and Db denotes the spacing of the discrete wavenumbers. With this input, the
total displacement spectrum is given by

Swðx; y; f Þ ¼
Db
2p

XN
k¼	N

S0
wðx; y; f ;OkÞ*zðbkÞ; ð26Þ

where according to Eq. (24), Ok ¼ cbk: Eq. (26) yields,

jSwðx; y; f Þj
2 ¼

ðDbÞ2

4p2
XN

k¼	N

S0
wðx; y; f ;OkÞ*zk

XN
j¼	N

S0�
w ðx; y; f ;OjÞ*z�j

¼
ðDbÞ2

4p2
XN

j¼	N

XN
k¼	N

S0
wðx; y; f ;OkÞS0�

w ðx; y; f ;OjÞ*zk *z
�
j ; ð27Þ

where *zj ¼ *zðbjÞ and *z�j denotes the conjugate of *zj:
It is assumed that each harmonic component of the rail vertical profile is independent of the

others, i.e.,

E½*zk *z
�
j � ¼

0; if kaj;

E½j*zkj2�; if k ¼ j;

(
ð28Þ

where E is the expected value operator. Thus Eq. (27) gives,

E½jSwðx; y; f Þj2� ¼
ðDbÞ2

4p2
XN

k¼	N

jS0
wðx; y; f ;OkÞj2E½j*zkj2�: ð29Þ

The assumption made in Eq. (28), that the irregularity can be treated as a random function, is
based on the idea that the irregularities of different wavelengths are due to different factors and
those factors are independent of each other.
E½jSwðx; y; f Þj2� gives the vertical displacement power spectrum of point ðx; yÞ on the ground

surface and is denoted by Pwðx; y; f Þ: Thus from Eq. (29)

Pwðx; y; f Þ ¼
L

L

ðDbÞ2

4p2
XN

k¼	N

jS0
wðx; y; f ;OkÞj2E½j*zkj2�

¼
ðDbÞ2L
4p2

XN
k¼	N

jS0
wðx; y; f ;OkÞj2

1

L
E½j*zkj2�; ð30Þ
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where L is a length over which the power spectral density (PSD), denoted by PzðbÞ; of the vertical
profile of the rails is estimated, and DbL ¼ 2p: It is known that 1

L
E½j*zkj

2�EPzðbkÞ: Thus

Pwðx; y; f Þ ¼
1

2p

XN
k¼	N

jS0
wðx; y; f ;OkÞj2PzðbkÞDb: ð31Þ

Since the vertical profile of the rails, described by zðxÞ; is a real function of x; its power spectral
density PzðbÞ is an even function of b: Therefore Eq. (30) can be written as

Pwðx; y; f Þ ¼
1

2p

XN
k¼1

½jS0
wðx; y; f ;OkÞj2 þ jS0

wðx; y; f ;	OkÞj2�PzðbkÞDb

þ
1

2p
jS0

wðx; y; f ; 0Þj
2Pzð0ÞDb: ð32Þ

It can be shown that S0
wðx; y;	f ;OkÞ ¼ S0�

w ðx; y; f ;	OkÞ which implies that Pwðx; y; f Þ is an even
function of frequency f : However, it should be noticed that, in general
S0

wðx; y; f ;OkÞaS0�
w ðx; y; f ;	OkÞ:

In Eq. (32), the last term should be zero since it corresponds to an excitation of zero frequency
at which, by definition, the dynamic wheel–rail contact forces vanish.

4.2. Addition of the quasi-static axle loads

Now the power spectrum due to the moving axle loads is added to Eq. (32) to give the total
power spectrum. If S0

wðx; y; f ; 0Þ is now made to refer to the vertical displacement spectrum
produced by the moving axle loads, then the associated power spectrum is jS0

wðx; y; f ; 0Þj
2: Thus

the total power spectrum, also denoted by Pwðx; y; f Þ; is given by

Pwðx; y; f Þ ¼
1

2p

XN
k¼1

½jS0
wðx; y; f ;OkÞj

2 þ jS0
wðx; y; f ;	OkÞj

2�PzðbkÞDb

þ jS0
wðx; y; f ; 0Þj

2: ð33Þ

Eq. (33) gives the relationship between the displacement power spectrum of the ground surface
and the power spectral density of the vertical profile of the rails. Note that in Eq. (33) the
displacement power spectrum is presented in units of m2/(Hz)2 while the spectral density of the
rail profile is in m2/(cycle/m). It can be shown that jS0

wðx; y; f ;OkÞj2 is independent of x as well as
the position of the train, and therefore the total power spectrum of the ground surface is also
independent of x and the train position.
If all the wheelsets have the same power spectral density of vertical profile, then that power

spectral density can be added to that of the rails. With the total power spectral density, Eq. (33)
gives the displacement power spectrum of the ground surface due to the combined wheel–rail
irregularities.
The velocity power spectrum, P ’wðx; y; f Þ; and the acceleration power spectrum, P .wðx; y; f Þ; of

the ground surface are given by

P ’wðx; y; f Þ ¼ ð2pf Þ2Pwðx; y; f Þ; ð34Þ

P .wðx; y; f Þ ¼ ð2pf Þ2P ’wðx; y; f Þ ¼ ð2pf Þ4Pwðx; y; f Þ: ð35Þ
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When divided by a chosen period of time, which normally is the time needed for a train to pass
a fixed point, Eqs. (33)–(35) give the response power spectral density of the ground surface.

5. Results and discussion

5.1. Results for a single-axle vehicle model

In order to demonstrate some of the characteristics of the response of the system, a calculation
is performed in this section for a single-axle vehicle model comprising a suspended mass MC and
an unsprung mass MW : Each mass only has one degree of freedom in the vertical direction. The
parameters for this vehicle model are deduced from the parameters of a freight wagon [7] are listed
in Table 1. From Table 1 the axle load is 205.8 kN. The radius of the wheel is 0.42m and the Hertz
contact stiffness is estimated as 2.7� 109N/m (for two wheels). The natural frequency of the
suspended mass on the suspension is evaluated as 1

2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kS1=MC

p
¼ 1:87Hz:

A layered ground specified by the parameters in Table 2 and two ballasted tracks specified by
Table 3 (a lighter ballasted track) and Table 4 (a heavier ballasted track) are used in the
calculation. The ground consists of a 2m layer of material with a shear wave speed of 81m/s
(a Rayleigh wave speed of 77m/s), overlying a half-space of stiffer material having a shear wave
speed of 245m/s. The characteristics associated with these ground and track parameters are
discussed in detail in Refs. [6,12]. The calculation of the dispersion curves of the ground shows
that from about 13Hz, a second propagating mode with higher phase speed occurs in the layer [1].
This frequency is therefore sometimes termed a ‘cut-on’ frequency. The cut-on of the propagating
mode leads to a rise in the frequency response of the ground between about 10 and 20Hz.
A vertical irregular profile of the rail with an amplitude of 0.1mm at all wavelengths is

introduced as the excitation.
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Table 1

Parameters for the single-axle vehicle model

Suspended mass (kg) Unsprung mass (kg) kS1 (N/m) cs1 (Ns/m) k0
S1 (N/m)

19250 1750 2.66� 106 3.5� 104 3� 106

Table 2

Parameters for a layered ground

Layer Depth

(m)

Young’s modulus

(106 Nm	2)

Poisson

ratio

Density

(kg/m3)

Loss

factor

P-wave

speed (m/s)

S-wave

speed (m/s)

Rayleigh wave

speed (m/s)

1 2.0 30 0.47 1550 0.1 340 81.1 77

Half-space 360 0.49 2000 0.1 1755 245 233
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5.1.1. When the single axle runs on the lighter track on the ground

Fig. 2 shows the magnitude of the dynamic wheel–rail force plotted against excitation frequency
(speed divided by wavelength) for three travelling speeds, 0, 30m/s (108 km/h) and 60m/s
(216 km/h). Figs. 3 and 4 show the magnitudes of the displacements of the contact points on the
wheel and on the rail.
Generally the magnitude of the wheel–rail force increases with frequency and achieves a broad

maximum at around 80Hz. As the travelling speed increases, this frequency decreases slightly and
the maximum wheel–rail force decreases. The wheel–rail force is often calculated without
considering the vehicle motion since, as indicated here, the effect of the vehicle motion is negligible
for low frequencies and low vehicle speeds.
Within the overall shape of the spectrum of the contact force and the wheel and rail

displacements, a couple of features can be identified that are associated with the resonance of the
vehicle suspension. As can be seen, Figs. 2 and 4 indicate a very small peak at 2Hz, while Fig. 3
shows a local minimum at this frequency. This frequency is close to the natural frequency of the
suspended mass on the suspension.
Now in Eq. (22) let M ¼ 1; so that

*P1ðOÞ ¼ 	
*z1ðOÞ

ðsT
11 þ sR

11 þ 1=kH1Þ
; ð36Þ
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Table 3

Parameters for a lighter ballasted railway track

Mass of rail beam per unit length of track 120 kg/m

Bending stiffness of rail beam 1.26� 107Nm2

Loss factor of the rail 0.01

Rail pad stiffness 3.5� 108N/m2

Rail pad loss factor 0.15

Mass of sleepers per unit length of track 490 kg/m

Mass of ballast per unit length of track 1200 kg/m

Ballast stiffness per unit length of track 3.15� 108N/m2

Loss factor of ballast 1.0

Contact width of railway and ground 2.7m

Table 4

Parameters for a heavier ballasted railway track

Mass of rail beam per unit length of track 120 kg/m

Bending stiffness of rail beam 1.26� 107Nm2

Loss factor of the rail 0.01

Rail pad stiffness 3.5� 108N/m2

Rail pad loss factor 0.15

Mass of sleepers per unit length of track 490 kg/m

Mass of ballast per unit length of track 3300 kg/m

Ballast stiffness per unit length of track 1.775� 108N/m2

Loss factor of ballast 1.0

Contact width of railway and ground 2.7m
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where sR
11 denotes the receptance of the rail at the wheel–rail contact point, s

T
11 the receptance of

the vehicle at the wheelset, given by

sT
11 ¼

1	 ðO=o0Þ
2

o2
0ðO=o0Þ

2½MW ðO=o0Þ
2 	 ðMC þ MW Þ�

; ð37Þ
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Fig. 3. Magnitude of the displacement of the wheelset for the single-axle model plotted against frequency of excitation

for irregularity of amplitude 0.1mm. ——, for vehicle running at 0m/s; – – –, for vehicle running at 30m/s; –  –, for
vehicle running at 60m/s.
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Fig. 2. Magnitude of the wheel–rail force for the single-axle model plotted against frequency of excitation for an

irregularity of amplitude 0.1mm. ——, for vehicle running at 0m/s; – – –, for vehicle running at 30m/s; –  –, for vehicle
running at 60m/s.
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where o0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k1=MC

p
denotes the natural frequency of the suspended mass on the suspension.

From Eqs. (20) and (21),

*zW1ðOÞ ¼
sT
11 *z1ðOÞ

ðsT
11 þ sR

11 þ 1=kH1Þ
; ð38Þ

*zR1ðOÞ ¼ 	
sR
11 *z1ðOÞ

ðsT
11 þ sR

11 þ 1=kH1Þ
: ð39Þ

It can be seen from Eqs. (37)–(39) that, when O-0; sT
11-N; *zW1-*z1; and *zR1-0: This low

frequency feature is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. At the natural frequency of the suspended mass on
the suspension (about 2Hz), sT

11 ¼ 0 (if there is no damping), both the wheel–rail force and the
displacement of the contact point on the rail have a peak while the displacement of the wheel has a
local minimum.
For frequencies much higher than the natural frequency of the suspended mass on the

suspension, the displacement of the suspended mass is negligible. Thus the receptance of the
vehicle at the wheelset can be approximated by

sT
11 ¼

1

ðk1 	 MWO2Þ
ð40Þ

which implies that, when O2 ¼ k1=MW ; i.e., around the natural frequency of the unsprung mass
on the suspension (which is much higher than the natural frequency of the suspended mass on the
suspension, since the unsprung mass is much smaller), sT

11-N; *P1-0; *zW1-*z1; and *zR1-0: The
presence of damping in the suspension of the vehicle produces a local minimum in the wheel–rail
force and a local minimum in the rail displacement at this frequency. For the present vehicle
parameters, this frequency is 9.2Hz.
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Fig. 4. Magnitude of the displacement of the wheel/rail contact point on the rail for the single-axle model plotted

against frequency of excitation for irregularity of amplitude 0.1mm. ——, for vehicle running at 0m/s; – – –, for vehicle

running at 30m/s; –  –, for vehicle running at 60m/s.
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When O-N; then sT
11-0; sR

11-0; thus the wheel–rail force is bounded, as indicated by
Eq. (36).
The effect of the layered structure of the ground is not apparent in the wheel–rail force whereas

there is some effect on the displacements of the wheel–rail contact points. As shown in Fig. 4, for
low vehicle speed, around the track-modified cut-on frequency of the ground system (16Hz [6]),
the displacement at the wheel–rail contact point on the rail has a peak and this peak is flattened
when the vehicle speed increases.
Fig. 4 also shows that the vehicle speed does not have a significant effect on the displacement of

the wheel–rail contact point on the rail. However, the vibration propagation in the track direction
is strongly influenced by the vehicle travelling speed. To show this, the magnitudes of the vertical
displacement along the x-axis on the ground surface for different excitation frequencies are shown
in Figs. 5–7 for the three vehicle speeds. It can be seen that around the natural frequency of the
suspended mass on the suspension (2Hz), the ground surface has a peak response. Fig. 5 shows
that when the excitation frequency is about 16Hz, i.e., the track-modified cut-on frequency of the
layered ground, strong vibration propagation occurs in the track direction. As the vehicle speed
increases, this vibration propagation is greatly enhanced behind the vehicle and it has a broader
frequency response. This can be seen by comparing Fig. 5 with Figs. 6 and 7.

5.1.2. When the single axle runs on the heavier track on the ground

Compared with the lighter track, the heavier track has more ballast mass and lower ballast
stiffness. Some results for the heavier track on the ground and for high vehicle speed are shown in
Figs. 8–11, with comparisons made with those for the lighter track.
Fig. 8 shows the magnitude of the wheel–rail force for the vehicle running at 60m/s. It can be

seen that for excitation frequencies lower than 67Hz, the heavier track produces slightly less
wheel–rail force than the lighter track. However, for higher excitation frequencies, the heavier
track produces a much greater wheel–rail force. Fig. 9 shows the displacement of the wheelset
plotted against excitation frequency and indicates that for excitation frequencies higher than
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Fig. 5. Vertical displacement along the x-axis on the ground surface for c ¼ 0m/s for the single-axle model with

irregularity of 0.1mm.
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67Hz, the displacement of the wheelset is greater when it runs on the heavier track. Figs. 10 and
11 present the maximum displacements along the rail and along the track centreline on the ground
surface. Both these figures indicate that the heavier track produces less vibration for frequencies
below 85Hz. These example results illustrate the fact that the track structure can have an
important influence on the vibration generated. The response along the track is strongly
dependent on the speed of the vehicle even for speeds below the ground vibration propagation
wave speeds.
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Fig. 7. Vertical displacement along the x-axis on the ground surface for c ¼ 60m/s for the single-axle model with

irregularity of 0.1mm.

Fig. 6. Vertical displacement along the x-axis on the ground surface for c ¼ 30m/s for the single-axle model with

irregularity of 0.1mm.
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5.2. Results for a Mk 3 passenger coach

In this section, the vertical velocity levels of the surface of the ground with different tracks are
calculated using formula (33) for a single British Mk 3 passenger coach running at different
speeds. The parameters for this vehicle are listed in Table 5. In addition to the two tracks (both are
ballasted track) used in the last section, calculations are also performed for a slab track. The
width and thickness of the slab are 2.5 and 0.25m. Other parameters of the slab track are listed in
Table 6. The slab track has almost the same mass as the heavier ballasted track. The difference
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Fig. 8. Magnitude of the wheel–rail force plotted against excitation frequency for the vehicle running at 60m/s. ——,

for the single axle running on the heavier track; – – –, for the single axle on the lighter track.
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Fig. 9. Magnitude of the displacement of the wheelset plotted against excitation frequency for the vehicle running at

60m/s. ——, for the single axle running on the heavier track; – – –, for the single axle on the lighter track.
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between the heavier track and the slab track is that the slab track has nearly ten times the bending
stiffness and twice the vertical stiffness of the heavier track. For the analyses presented here, a
vertical rail-head profile for nominally ‘good’ track measured on a 200 km/h mixed traffic main
line in England is used in the calculation. For wavelengths from about 1.4 to 20m (wave numbers
from 0.7 to 0.05 cycles/m) this has been taken from track recording car data. This range of the
data therefore corresponds to the loaded track profile albeit with the axle load of the track
recording car rather than that of the vehicle for which the predictions are being made, although in
this case the axle loads are similar. For shorter wavelengths, loaded profile data is not available.
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Fig. 11. Maximum displacement along the x-axis on the ground surface plotted against excitation frequency for the

vehicle running at 60m/s. ——, for the single axle running on the heavier track; – – –, for the single axle on the lighter

track.
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Fig. 10. Maximum displacement along the rails plotted against excitation frequency for the vehicle running at 60m/s.

——, for the single axle running on the heavier track; – – –, for the single axle on the lighter track.
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However, unloaded rail-head roughness measurements are made for the purposes of rolling noise
studies [9] for vibration at higher frequency from trains in tunnels [13] and this has been found to
overlap well with the track recording car data in the wavelength range from 1.4 to 20m. This data
has therefore been used to extend the roughness data to wavelengths down to 0.05m (i.e.,
b ¼ 125 rad/m). The wavelength range covered by the loaded measurement does not therefore
include the wavelengths corresponding to the sleeper spacing at around 0.6m. The combined one-
third octave band spectrum for the track profile that has been used in the current work is shown in
Fig. 12. Note that, since the same profile is assumed for each of the tracks, no effect is shown here
of a possible improvement in track quality associated with a slab track compared to a ballasted
track.
The predicted one-third octave vibration velocity spectra are presented here for three points on

the ground surface and for three vehicle speeds, 25m/s (90 km/h), 60m/s (216 km/h) and 83m/s
(300 km/h). The distances from the three points to the track centreline are 5, 10 and 20m. In order
to indicate the roles of the quasi-static and dynamic mechanisms of excitation, the vertical velocity
levels due to the quasi-static loads only are also shown.
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Table 5

Parameters for the Mk 3 passenger coach

Mass of the car body (kg) 21,400

Pitch inertia moment of the car body (kgm2) 8.3� 105

Mass of each bogie (kg) 2707

Pitch inertia moment of each bogie (kgm2) 1970

Secondary vertical stiffness per bogie (N/m) 0.81� 106

Secondary vertical viscous damping (Ns/m) 74,000

Primary vertical stiffness per axle (N/m) 0.359� 106

Primary vertical viscous damping per axle (Ns/m) 8400

Primary damper stiffness per axle 14� 106

Distance between bogie centres (m) 2� 8

Bogie wheelbase (m) 2� 1.3

Mass of each wheelset (kg) 1375

Wheel diameter (m) 0.914

Table 6

Parameters for a slab track

Mass of rail beam per unit length of track 120 kg/m

Bending stiffness of rail beam 1.26� 107Nm2

Loss factor of the rail 0.01

Rail pad stiffness 2� 108N/m2

Rail pad loss factor 0.25

Mass of slab per unit length of track (2.5� 0.25� 2400)=1500 kg/m

Bending stiffness of slab 1.11� 108Nm2

Loss factor of slab material 0.03

Contact width of track and ground 2.7m
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5.2.1. Levels observed at different distances from the track

Results are shown in Figs. 13–15 for the heavier track at three speeds. Three approximate
frequency ranges may be identified in these figures: 1.6–6Hz, 6–20Hz and 20–80Hz. These
approximate ranges will be referred to as the low, middle and upper frequency ranges in this
discussion. As seen in Figs. 13–15, the response level is dominated by the quasi-static loads for low
frequencies. The lower the vehicle speed or the further the observer from the track, the more
important is the dynamic component of excitation. For example, as shown in Fig. 14 for a vehicle
speed of 60m/s, the quasi-static loads are the dominant source for frequencies below 8Hz at 5m,
5Hz at 10m and 3.2Hz at 20m. In the low frequency range, which is dominated by the quasi-
static loads, the attenuation rate with distance from the track is much greater than those in the
middle and upper frequency ranges. In the middle frequency range, a strong rise in the total
response level is observed around the track-modified cut-on frequency. In this frequency range,
the vibration has smaller attenuation rate than in the low and the upper frequency ranges.

5.2.2. Effect of track structure on the response level

A comparison of the three tracks is presented in Figs. 16–18 for the three travelling speeds, 25,
60 and 83m/s. In these figures only the velocity levels at 10m on the ground surface are shown.
Since the heavier ballasted track produces less ground vibration from the dynamic wheel–rail
forces (see Fig. 11) but greater ground vibration from the quasi-static loads (see Ref. [6]) than the
lighter track, the heavier track only gives a little reduction in vibration level in the upper frequency
range. However, the slab track has quite a different behaviour. Due to its much greater bending
stiffness, the slab track produces about 20 dB lower vibration level than either of the ballasted
tracks for frequencies up to 25Hz. Compared with the ballasted tracks, the slab track greatly
reduces the vibration level due to the quasi-static loads, since the peak response load speed
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Fig. 12. One-third octave band spectrum of the vertical profile of the rails.
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(at which the ground has a maximum response) of the ground is significantly increased by the
bending stiffness of the slab track; therefore it is more effective for low frequencies. For high
frequencies, it may raise the level due to the increased dynamic wheel–rail forces. As can be seen,
for frequencies higher than 40Hz, the response levels for the three tracks are close to each other.
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Fig. 13. Predicted vertical velocity levels for points at 5m (——), 10m (– – –) and 20m (–  –) from the track centreline

for a Mk 3 coach on the heavier track at 25m/s. +: total level; J: level due to the quasi-static loads.
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Fig. 14. Predicted vertical velocity levels for points at 5m (——), 10m (– – –) and 20m (–  –) from the track centreline

for a Mk 3 coach on the heavier track at 60m/s. +: total level; J: level due to the quasi-static loads.
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5.2.3. Effect of vehicle speed on response level

In Fig. 18, a strong rise in the vibration level due to the quasi-static loads is observed between
16 and 20Hz. This is due to the direct excitation of propagating waves by the quasi-static loads
moving at a speed (83m/s) in excess of the lowest propagating wave speed (77m/s) in the ground.
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Fig. 15. Predicted vertical velocity levels for points at 5m (——), 10m (– – –) and 20m (–  –) from the track centreline

for a Mk 3 coach on the heavier track at 83m/s. +: total level; J: level due to the quasi-static loads.
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Fig. 16. Vertical velocity level at 10m on the ground surface for vehicle speed 25m/s. ——, for the lighter track; – – –,

for the heavier track; –  –, for the slab track. Thicker lines are for the levels due to the quasi-static loads.
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The results at different vehicle travelling speeds for the heavier track are compared in Fig. 19 for a
point at 10m on the ground surface. As the vehicle speed increases, the upper limit of frequency at
which the quasi-static loads are the dominant source is slightly increased, from 3.2Hz for 25m/s
to 6Hz for 83m/s. Since the quasi-static loads are the dominant mechanism of excitation only for
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Fig. 17. Vertical velocity level at 10m on the ground surface for vehicle speed 60m/s. ——, for the lighter track; – – –,

for the heavier track; –  –, for the slab track. Thicker lines are for the levels due to the quasi-static loads.
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Fig. 18. Vertical velocity level at 10m on the ground surface for vehicle speed 83m/s. ——, for the lighter track; – – –,

for the heavier track; –  –, for the slab track. Thicker lines are for the levels due to the quasi-static loads.
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frequencies below the track–ground system cut-on frequency, the vehicle speed has a greater effect
on the response level for this low frequency range. For higher frequencies, though the response
level due to the quasi-static loads is strongly dependent on the vehicle speed, the dynamic response
and, therefore the total response level, is far less dependent on this. This may be roughly explained
using Fig. 2 which shows that for a large range of frequency, the vehicle speed has little effect on
the dynamic wheel–rail forces apart from changes as the rail profile spectrum shifts to higher
frequencies.
The features revealed here by considering a single coach are confirmed by the measurements at

three sites [5]. These sites present different ground conditions (very soft, fairly soft and hard) and
different train-traffic operations (high-speed passenger trains and low-speed freight trains of two-
axle wagons). For instance, the excitation of the propagating mode has been observed in the site
with the very soft ground when passenger trains travel at speeds higher than the lowest ground
wave speed. A strong rise in the total response level around the track-modified cut-on frequency
has been validated at the site with the hard ground. A separate paper [5] that is now in preparation
will describe the prediction and comparison between the model and the measured data at the three
sites.

6. Conclusions

In the present paper, the vertical dynamics of vehicles running at constant speed on a track are
coupled with the track–ground model developed in Ref. [6], producing a complete ground
vibration model incorporating vehicles, track and ground. A relationship is derived between the
vertical rail irregularity spectral density and the ground vibration power spectra. This relationship
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Fig. 19. Vertical velocity level at 10m on the ground surface with the heavier track for different vehicle speeds. ——,
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means that predictions from the model can be presented in terms comparable to actual vibration
measurements.
From this model, the wheel–rail dynamic force and the maximum displacement along the track

centreline on the ground surface are calculated for a single-axle vehicle model and for two
different ballasted tracks. It is shown that, for a large range of frequency, the layered structure of
the ground and the vehicle speed have little effect on the dynamic wheel–rail force and the
displacements of the wheel–rail contact points. However, wave propagation in the track direction
is strongly enhanced by the motion of the vehicle. The track parameters have a significant effect
on the vibration due to the dynamic wheel–rail force.
The vertical velocity levels of the surface of a typical soft ground are also produced from this

model for a single Mk 3 passenger coach running on the ballasted tracks and a slab track. Three
frequency ranges are identified by these results: frequencies much below the cut-on frequency of
the track–ground system (low frequency range), frequencies around the cut-on frequency (middle

frequency range) and frequencies above this (upper frequency range). Only in the low frequency
range is the response level dominated by the quasi-static loads. The lower the vehicle speed or the
further the observer from the track, the more important is the dynamic component of excitation
compared to the quasi-static loads. In the low frequency range, the rate of attenuation with
distance from the track is much higher than those in the other two frequency ranges. In the middle
frequency range, a strong rise in the total response level is observed due to the cut-on of a
propagating wave mode in the track–ground system. In this frequency range, the vibration has a
smaller attenuation rate than in the low and the upper frequency ranges.
Compared with the lighter ballasted track, the heavier track only gives a little reduction in

vibration level in the upper frequency range. The slab track produces about 20 dB lower vibration
level at 10m than either of the ballasted tracks for frequencies up to 25Hz due to its much higher
bending stiffness. Compared with the ballasted tracks, the slab track greatly reduces the vibration
level due to the quasi-static loads, since the peak response load speed of the ground with the slab
track is significantly increased by the bending stiffness of the track; it is therefore more effective
for low frequencies. For high frequencies, it may increase the observed vibration level due to the
increased dynamic wheel–rail forces.
The upper limit of frequency for which the quasi-static loads are the dominant source is

increased slightly with increasing vehicle speed. Since the quasi-static loads are the dominant
mechanism of excitation for frequencies below the cut-on frequency, the vehicle travelling speed
has a greater effect on the response level for this frequency range. For higher frequencies,
although the response level due to the quasi-static loads is greatly dependent on the vehicle speed,
the total response level is not so sensitive to the speed.

Appendix A. The mass and stiffness matrices of vehicles

In this appendix, the mass and stiffness matrices are derived for vehicles of three types. The
mass and the pitch inertia of the car body are denoted by MC and JC : The vertical displacement
and the pitch angle of the car body are denoted by zcðtÞ and jcðtÞ: The mass and the pitch inertia
of each bogie are denoted by MB and JB: The vertical displacement and the pitch angle of the jth
bogie are denoted by zBjðtÞ and jBjðtÞ: The mass of each wheelset is denoted by MW ; and the
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vertical displacement of the lth wheelset is denoted by zWlðtÞ: For the vertical displacements, the
positive direction is downwards, while for the pitch angles, the positive direction is clockwise. The
(complex) stiffness of a primary suspension (between wheelset and bogie) per axle is denoted by
k1; and that of a secondary suspension (between bogie and car body) per bogie is denoted by k2:
For different types of suspension, k1 and k2 are different functions of frequency, stiffness and
damping of the suspension. When a suspension, for example a primary suspension, consists of a
spring and a viscous damper which are connected in parallel, as shown in Fig. 20a, then

k1 ¼ kS1 þ iOcS1; ðA:1Þ

where kS1 denotes the stiffness of the spring, cS1 the viscous damping coefficient of the damper
and O the angular frequency. If the suspension has a structure shown in Fig. 20b, in which an
extra spring is connected in series with the damper, then

k1 ¼
kS1k

0
S1 þ iOcS1ðkS1 þ k0

S1Þ
ðk0

S1 þ iOcS1Þ
: ðA:2Þ

Hysteretic damping can be incorporated into the suspension by introducing complex spring
stiffness. A symbol, shown in Fig. 20c, is used to represent a suspension of any type.

A.1. For vehicle type I

Vehicle type I, shown in Fig. 21, represents a passenger coach with both a primary and a
secondary suspension. The displacement vector of the vehicle is defined as

fzV ðtÞg ¼ ðzCðtÞ;jCðtÞ; zB1ðtÞ;jB1ðtÞ; zB2ðtÞ;jB2ðtÞ; zW1ðtÞ; zW2ðtÞ; zW3ðtÞ; zW4ðtÞÞ
T: ðA:3Þ
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Fig. 21. Vehicle type I: a vehicle system with primary and secondary suspensions.
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Fig. 20. Structure of suspensions.
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Corresponding to this displacement vector, the external force vector is determined as (refer to
Eq. (1))

fFV ðtÞg ¼ ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0;	P1ðtÞ;	P2ðtÞ;	P3ðtÞ;	P4ðtÞÞ
T ¼ 	½B�fPðtÞg; ðA:4Þ

where

½B� ¼
½0�6�4

½I�4�4

" #
ðA:5Þ

and

fPðtÞg ¼ ðP1ðtÞ;P2ðtÞ;P3ðtÞ;P4ðtÞÞ
T ðA:6Þ

is the vertical wheel–rail force vector.
The wheelset displacement vector can be written as (see Eq. (8))

fzW ðtÞg ¼ ½A�fzV ðtÞg; ðA:7Þ

where

½A� ¼ ½½0�4�6 ½I�4�4� ¼ ½B�T: ðA:8Þ

The mass matrix is given by

½MV � ¼ diagðMC ; JC ;MB; JB;MB; JB;MW ;MW ;MW ;MW Þ ðA:9Þ

the stiffness matrix by

½KV � ¼

2k2 0 	k2 0 	k2 0 0 0 0 0

0 2k2l
2
B 	k2lB 0 k2lB 0 0 0 0 0

	k2 	k2lB k2 þ 2k1 0 0 0 	k1 	k1 0 0

0 0 0 2k1l
2
W 0 0 	k1lW k1lW 0 0

	k2 k2lB 0 0 k2 þ 2k1 0 0 0 	k1 	k1

0 0 0 0 0 2k1l
2
W 0 0 	k1lW k1lW

0 0 	k1 	k1lW 0 0 k1 0 0 0

0 0 	k1 k1lW 0 0 0 k1 0 0

0 0 0 0 	k1 	k1lW 0 0 k1 0

0 0 0 0 	k1 k1lW 0 0 0 k1

2
66666666666666666664

3
77777777777777777775

ðA:10Þ

A.2. For vehicle type II

Fig. 22 (vehicle type II) shows a freight vehicle with only one level of suspension which is
installed between the car body and the bogies. The displacement vector is defined as

fzV ðtÞg ¼ ðzCðtÞ;jCðtÞ; zB1ðtÞ;jB1ðtÞ; zB2ðtÞ;jB2ðtÞÞ
T: ðA:11Þ
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Thus the external force vector is determined by

fFV ðtÞg ¼ 	½B�fPðtÞg; ðA:12Þ

where

½B� ¼

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0

lW 	lW 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 0 lW 	lW

2
6666666664

3
7777777775
: ðA:13Þ

The wheelset displacement vector is given by

fzW ðtÞg ¼ ½A�fzV ðtÞg; ðA:14Þ

where

½A� ¼

0 0 1 lW 0 0

0 0 1 	lW 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 lW

0 0 0 0 1 	lW

2
6664

3
7775 ¼ ½B�T: ðA:15Þ

The mass matrix is given by

½MV � ¼ diagðMC ; JC ;MB þ 2MW ; JB þ 2MW l2W ;MB þ 2MW ; JB þ 2MW l2W Þ ðA:16Þ
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Fig. 22. Vehicle type II: a vehicle system with only secondary suspensions.
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and the stiffness matrix by

½KV � ¼

2k2 0 	k2 0 	k2 0

0 2k2l
2
B 	k2lB 0 k2lB 0

	k2 	k2lB k2 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

	k2 k2lB 0 0 k2 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

ðA:17Þ

A.3. For vehicle type III

Fig. 23 (vehicle type III) shows a freight vehicle with two axles. The displacement vector is
defined as

fzV ðtÞg ¼ ðzCðtÞ;jCðtÞ; zW1ðtÞ; zW2ðtÞÞ
T: ðA:18Þ

Thus the external force vector is determined by

fFV ðtÞg ¼ 	½B�fPðtÞg; ðA:19Þ

where

½B� ¼

0 0

0 0

1 0

0 1

2
6664

3
7775: ðA:20Þ

The wheelset displacement vector is given by

fzW ðtÞg ¼ ½A�fzV ðtÞg; ðA:21Þ

where

½A� ¼
0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

" #
¼ ½B�T: ðA:22Þ

The mass matrix is given by

½MV � ¼ diagðMC ; JC ;MW ;MW Þ ðA:23Þ
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Fig. 23. Vehicle type III: a two-axle vehicle.
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and the stiffness matrix by

½KV � ¼

2k1 0 	k1 	k1

0 2k1l
2
B 	k1lB k1lB

	k1 	k1lB k1 0

	k1 k1lB 0 k1

2
6664

3
7775: ðA:24Þ
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